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Abstract. The Leendertz dual-beam symmetric illumination-normal ob-
servation arrangement is widely employed for real time evaluation of
in-plane displacement components as well as surface shape. Instead of
observing along the optical axis, we have examined the Leendertz ar-
rangement by observing the scattered light along the direction of the
illumination beams, and imaged it as two separate images onto the
photo sensor of a CCD camera. The interferometer is a combination of
two channels, each of which measures independently and simulta-
neously the information pertaining to either the in-plane displacement
component of a deformation vector, or the surface relief variation of a
three-dimensional object. In addition, a summary of possible measure-
ments that can be carried out from the present arrangement is also high-
lighted. Experimental results using a four-frame phase shifting technique
are illustrated. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1418010]

Subject terms: speckle interferometry; electronic/digital speckle pattern interfer-
ometry; TV holography; stereovision/stereoscopic systems; deformation measure-
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1 Introduction

TV holography is a well established technique for meas
ing the deformation and surface shape of diffusely scat
ing objects.1–3 A speckle correlation interferometer fo
measuring only an in-plane displacement component o
deformation vector was first suggested by Leendertz.4 In
this arrangement, two collimated beams symmetric with
spect to the surface normal of a diffuse object are used
illumination, and the scattered fields generated are obse
along the optical axis of the imaging lens. The interbe
angle between the two illuminating beams determines
sensitivity of the configuration. This arrangement is co
monly employed for on-line evaluation of in-plane di
placement components.5–7 In addition, the Leendertz in
plane sensitive configuration is exploited to convert the
plane motion of a curved specimen due to rotation of
object into depth variation of a 3-D object.8,9 Recently a
modification of the Leendertz method that leads to a tw
fold increase in the sensitivity has been proposed in
literature.10–13This is accomplished by observing the sc
tered fields independently along the direction of the illum
nation beams, combined at the observation plane. In
interferometer, for each illumination beam there are t
scattered fields, that is, the back scattered field along
same direction of illumination and also the scattered field
the specular direction. Therefore, four beams interact at
observation plane. Hence, six phase terms are respon
for fringe formation, and the resultant interferogram o
tained from this configuration contains the information p
taining to in-plane displacement with sensitivity propos
by Leendertz, as well as a twofold increase in sensitiv
For achieving twofold measuring sensitivity, the object
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coated with retroreflective paint to increase the light sc
tered back in the direction of the illumination beams, a
also to suppress the contributions of the scattered ligh
the specular directions.11,12 Krishna Mohan recently sug
gested a phase reversal technique13 to completely eliminate
the influence of cross interference terms in a twofold s
sitivity configuration.

Instead of combining the four beams simultaneously
the observation plane, we have further examined a
implemented for measurements the interferometer by in
pendently imaging the scattered fields generated at the
age plane, owing to dual beam symmetric illumination. T
interferometer, also referred as the stereovision TV hol
raphy system, needs a single CCD camera for capturing
analyzing the two images simultaneously. A detailed the
of fringe formation, and the experimental results using
four-frame phase shifting technique on a circular alumin
plate and a cylindrical surface are presented.

2 Optical Arrangement

The optical arrangement is essentially two separate inter
ometers in which the scattered fields are observed along
direction of illuminating beams, and imaged as two se
rate images. The schematic diagram of the arrangeme
shown in Fig. 1. The object is symmetrically illuminate
with two collimated beams, making an angleu with respect
to the symmetrical axis. The scattered fields are collec
by means of a bimirror~M1 and M2! and a pair of beam-
splitters~BS1 and BS2!. The angle between the bimirror i
fixed at 90 deg, while the beamsplitters are used for ali
ment. For each illumination beam there are two scatte
fields: namely, the scattered field along the same direc
$17.00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Schematic arrangement of a dual-beam symmetric illumination-observation TV holography
system.
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of illumination ~back scattered!, and the scattered field in
the symmetrically opposite direction~specular reflection di-
rection!. The scattered fields enter each half of a zo
video lens and relay lenses, and are imaged as two sep
images~channel A and channel B! onto the CCD camera
The magnification of the imaging system is adjusted s
that the two images occupy each half of the detector pla
A computer-controlled piezo electric driven mirror~PZM!
is provided in the illumination beam-1 for introducing th
phase steps in both the channels. The CCD and the P
are connected to a commercially available image proc
ing system that is interfaced to the host computer.14–16

3 Theory

In this stereovision arrangement, one half of the CCD ca
era detects the interference between the two speckle fie
which arises, from the illumination beam-1 along the sa
direction and the specular reflection speckle field from
illumination beam-2~channel A!, as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Similarly, the second half of the detector array determin
where the interference is between the back scattered fie
the illumination beam-2 with the specular reflection field
te

.

-

,

f

the illumination beam-1, along the direction of the illum
nation beam-2~channel B! @Fig. 2~b!#. The intensity distri-
bution recorded on the CCD camera, which represents
initial state of the object observed simultaneously alo
channels A and B, respectively, can be expressed as:16

I N~channel A!5I 11I 212AI 1I 2 cos~f1wN!, ~1!

I N~channel B!5I 181I 2812AI 18I 28 cos~f81wN!, ~2!

where (I 1 ,I 2) and (I 18 ,I 28) represent the intensities of th
respective speckle fields generated in both the chann
The corresponding relative random phases are represe
by f andf8, andwN represents the phase step values~0,
p/2, p, 3p/2! introduced via the PZM provided in the illu
mination beam-1;N51,2,3,4.

The object deformation causes a relative phase cha
in both the channels, and the final intensity distribution
each arm of the interferometer can now be written as:

I N~channel A!8 5I 11I 212AI 1I 2 cos~f1DfA1wN!, ~3!
Fig. 2 Geometry of the illumination and observation propagation vectors in (a) channel A and (b)
channel B for phase evaluation.
2781Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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I N~channel B!8 5I 181I 2812AI 18I 28 cos~f81DfB1wN!, ~4!

where DfA5Df12Df2 and DfB5Df32Df4 are the
relative phase changes introduced in channels A and B
to the deformation field.

Two sets of four phase-shifted images stored before
deformation, together with those stored after, are used
generate correlation fringe patterns. Operating the sys
in display mode, interference patterns are observed at v
rate speed, and are modulated by cosinusoidal functio
the form16:

I ~channel A!5U8AI 1I 2 cosFDfA

2 GU2

~5!

I ~channel B!5U8AI 18I 28 cosFDfB

2 GU2

. ~6!

3.1 Measurement of In-Plane Displacement and
Shape

The phase terms (Df1 ,Df2) in channel A and
(Df3 ,Df4) in channel B responsible for fringe formatio
can be illustrated by viewing in the directions of the ill
mination and observation beams~Fig. 2!. The phase terms
are related to the displacement vectorLW through the follow-
ing expressions12,13

Channel A

Df15~2kW12kW1!•LW

Df25~2kW22kW1!•LW ~7!

Channel B

Df35~2kW22kW1!•LW

Df45~2kW22kW2!•LW , ~8!

wherekW1 andkW2 are the dual-beam symmetric illuminatio
propagation vectors as shown in Fig. 2. The relative ph
changesDfA and DfB can be derived from Eqs.~7! and
~8! as:

DfA5Df12Df25~kW22kW1!•LW , ~9!

DfB5Df32Df45~kW22kW1!•LW . ~10!

Assuming that the illuminating beams with an interbea
angle of 2u are confined to thex-z plane, then

DfA5DfB5
4p

l
u sinu. ~11!

Here the propagation vectorskW152p(2 ı̂ sinu2k̂cosu)/l,

kW252p( ı̂ sinu2k̂cosu)/l and the displacement vectorsLW

5 î u1 ĵ v1 k̂w have been used.
Equation~11! shows that two sets of correlation fring

patterns observed on the monitor contain information p
2782 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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taining to the in-plane displacement component~u! of the
deformation vector with identical measuring sensitivitie
The sensitivity is the same as reported in the Leend
method.

The optical arrangement can also be implemented
shape evaluation. The concept of contouring is based on
fact that for very small angles of rotation~tilt !, points at the
same depth along the viewing direction undergo equal
plane displacements, and this displacement is directly p
portional to the depth of those points. Considering that
object rotation isDj, we obtain a relation between the rel
tive phase changes in channels A and B and the heigh
the three-dimensional surface as8,9:

DfA5DfB5
4p

l
z sinDj sinu. ~12!

The phase variation terms in Eq.~12! clearly indicate that
the interferograms obtained from channels A and B cont
information related to the height variation profile of the 3-
surface with identical measuring sensitivities. Even thou
the measuring sensitivities are the same in channels A
B, the section of the 3-D object under observation is diff
ent due to off-axis symmetrical viewing. The arrangeme
therefore simultaneously permits the study of different s
tional views of a 3-D object. In stitching the two view
together, one realizes that the spatial sampling~x,y coordi-
nates! is somewhat different in the two views. The spat
sampling~expressed in global object coordinates! will de-
pend on the angle between the local normal vector of
object surface and the orientation of the detector, as s
from each of the views. Since the observation directio
coincide with the two illumination directions, the spati
sampling rate will in general be different in the two image
The difference in the spatial sampling rate may ultimat
result in a loss of details in one of the views that are
solved in the other.

The optical arrangement can be modified and imp
mented for other applications. A summary of possible m
surements that can be carried out from the proposed c
figuration is shown in Table 1. As stated in the introductio
the arrangement shown in Table 1 part B yields twofo
measuring sensitivity for the in-plane displacement com
nent when the contributions of cross-interference terms
ing to four beam interaction at the observation plane
suppressed.11–13 The interference between the phase ter
Df1 and Df4 , which corresponds to the waves that a
scattered back along the direction of illumination beam
results in a twofold increase in sensitivity.

3.2 Measurement of Out-of-Plane Displacement

Part C in Table 1 represents an arrangement for sensing
out-of-plane displacement component of a deformat
vector. The object is illuminated by a collimated beam at
angleu, defined by the propagation vectorkW1 . The obser-
vation direction is symmetrically opposite to the illumin
tion beam~i.e., along the specular reflection direction; o
servation vectorkW2!. The scattered light is collected b
means of mirrors M1 and M2 and imaged onto the CCD
camera via an imaging element~L!. A smooth reference
wave derived from the same laser source is added with



Table 1 Optical arrangement and the corresponding data that can be extracted.
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help of a single mode fiber and a beamsplitter, BS, to
image.17,18The phase change that can be expressed in te
of direction of illumination (kW1), and observation (kW2) is
defined in Table 1. The measuring sensitivity can be var
by changing the illumination-observation angle,u, with re-
spect to the optical axis. Increasing the illuminatio
observation angle in the arrangement allows the meas
ment of large-object deformation with reduced sensitiv
which is an important requirement in nondestructi
evaluation.19,20

3.3 Measurement of Both In-Plane and Out-of-
Plane Displacement

An optical configuration by combining Part A in Table
~Fig. 1! and Part C into one single arrangement for para
evaluation of the in-plane~u! and out-of-plane~w! displace-
ment components of a deformation vector is shown in P
D in Table 1. In this arrangement, the object is illuminat
symmetrically with two collimated beams, and the scatte
fields are observed along the direction of one of the illum
nation beams~channel A! for measuring the in-plane dis
s

-

placement~u!. The scattered field from the same illum
nated beam in the specular direction is combined with
smooth reference beam~channel B! for parallel evaluation
of the out-of-plane displacement~w!.21 Mechanical shutters
S1, S2, and S3 are introduced in the path of th
illumination-observation beams to incorporate a fou
exposure method, by operating the image processor
time-lapse save mode. The time-lapse mode permits
saving of a series of static holograms of an object and g
erates either cosine fringes or wrapped phase maps
controlled manner.

In the parallel evaluation method, the first exposure t
represents the initial state of the object observed from ch
nel A is stored in the image processor by closing the shu
S1. Blocking the illumination beam-2 allows the recordin
of the interference between the back scattered field al
the direction of illumination beam-1 with the scattered fie
in the same direction, because of the specular reflectio
the illumination beam-2. Similarly, the second exposu
that represents the initial state of the object from channe
is recorded by opening the shutter S1, and closing the shut-
2783Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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ters S2 and S3. This allows only the recording of the inter
ference between the scattered field in the specular direc
from the illumination beam-1 with a smooth referen
beam. The object deformation causes a path length cha
in channels A and B, and the subsequent exposures 3 an
under similar observation conditions described earlier,
stored in the processor. A set of four phase-shifted ima
stored in the image processor from exposure 1 are u
together with the set of images stored from exposure 3
generate correlation fringes corresponding to in-plane d
placement from channel A. Similarly, a set of images fro
exposure 2 used together with a set of images from ex
sure 4 yields out-of-plane displacement.

Equations for the fringe formations derived are shown
Table 1. The phase variation terms,DfA andDfB , ~Table
1! clearly indicate that the measuring sensitivities in bo
the channels are dependent on an oblique illuminati
observation beam angle,u, the angle to the symmetrica
axis. Whenu is increasing, the distance between the tw
adjacent contour planes in the fringe pattern generate
channel A keeps reducing, while in channel B the corre
tion fringes will be broadening further. This phenomen
can be observed from the theoretical plot shown in Fig. 3
is interesting to note that both the components can

Fig. 3 Theoretical profile of sensitivity variation with respect to the
illumination-observation beam angle, u, in channels A and B, re-
spectively. The measuring sensitivities are identical in both the con-
figurations when u545 deg.
2784 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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sensed from the setup with identical measuring sensitivi
when the illumination-observation angle,u is 45 deg~i.e.,
0.707l!. Hence, the method provides a scope for trade-
between the in-plane and out-of-plane measuring sens
ity.

4 Experimental Results

The experiments are conducted on an aluminum p
(11037531 mm3) and a cylindrical surface. The spec
mens are coated with matt white spray paint. Two co
mated illumination beams, with 40 mm diam from
frequency-doubled diode-pumped 80-mW laserl
5532 nm), symmetric to surface normal, illuminate the o
ject. To receive the scattered fields in the directions of
illumination beams, two beamsplitters having a transm
sion and reflection ratio of approximately 50:50 coating
532 nm, and a fabricated bimirror are used in the exp
mental setup. The scattered fields are collected and ima
onto a NEC TI-324A CCD camera via a combination
zoom video lens and relay lenses. The magnification of
imaging system is adjusted such that the two images
separate images~A and B! occupy each half of the detecto
plane. A computer-controlled PZM is provided in the illu
mination beam-1, as shown in Fig. 1. A photograph th

Fig. 4 The optical head of a stereovision TV holography system.
Fig. 5 Interferograms and corresponding phase maps obtained simultaneously from channels A and B
for an aluminum plate subjected to rotation in its own plane. The illumination-observation angle is u
;20 deg.
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Fig. 6 Interferograms and corresponding phase maps obtained simultaneously from channels A and B
for a cylindrical surface subjected to rotation around the y axis. The illumination-observation angle is
u;40 deg.
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represents the general view of the optical head develope
Luleå University of Technology and implemented in th
present experiments is shown in Fig. 4.

In the first experiment, the aluminum plate is subjec
to rotation in its own plane, and the real timeu-component
of in-plane correlation fringes recorded directly from t
monitor is shown in Fig. 5~a!. It can be seen from the
photograph that the fringe patterns are identical and
contrast of the fringes obtained from both the channels
quite good. The fringe spacing (Du5l/2 sinu) is equal to
778 nm. Figure 5~b! represents the corresponding evalua
phase maps.

In the second experiment, a cylindrical surface is s
jected to rotation around they axis ~vertical axis!. The real-
time contour fringe patterns generated from both the ch
nels seen on the TV monitor, and the corresponding ph
maps are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. The
present study clearly shows that one can record and ana
different sectional views of 3-D objects. Remember, ho
ever, that the spatial sampling is different in the two view
a fact manifested by the difference in interfringe distan
between corresponding fringes in the two views in Fig.~6!
when the surface normal differs from the axis of symme
For a true shape measurement, therefore, the two vi
have to be transformed from the coordinate systems of
detector into the global object coordinate system. The d
beam symmetric illumination-observation arrangemen
t

-
e

e

s

similar to existing stereovision systems,22,23 and in com-
parison, the present setup had a distant advantage; that
needs a single imaging system for simultaneous obse
tion and analysis.

An optical configuration shown in Part D in Table 1
also examined experimentally for parallel evaluation of d
placement components on a cylindrical surface. Follow
the procedure of sequentially blocking the beams with
help of mechanical shutters, between the four exposures~as
explained earlier in Sec. 3!, the extracted in-plane motion
of the object that represents the surface variation of a
lindrical surface obtained from channel A is shown resp
tively in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, in terms of phase map and 3-D
surface profile~where thei and j axes are detector coord
nates!. Similarly, the phase and 3-D maps, because of
rotation of the specimen, evaluated from channel B
shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, respectively. The experimen
tal results show good agreement with the theoretical pre
tions. The results demonstrated with phase stepping i
cate the use of the proposed method as an alternative
for measuring the two sensitivity vectors of a deformati
vector for 2-D as well as 3-D objects.

5 Conclusions

We report an optical arrangement based on the Leend
dual-beam illumination configuration for displacement a
Fig. 7 Channel A: (a) phase map and (b) 3-D surface profile. The results are obtained for a cylindrical
surface subjected to rotation around the y axis from an in-plane sensitive configuration. The
illumination-observation angle is u;40 deg. The results are extracted by using together a set of
phase-shifted images stored in the image processor from exposure 1 with a set of phase-shifted
images from exposure 3.
2785Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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2786 Op
Fig. 8 Channel B: (a) phase map and (b) 3-D surface profile. The results are obtained for a cylindrical
surface subjected to rotation around the y axis from an out-of-plane sensitive configuration. The
illumination-observation angle is u;40 deg. The results are extracted by using together a set of
phase-shifted images stored in the image processor from exposure 2 with a set of phase-shifted
images from exposure 4.
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shape measurements. A summary of the possible mea
ments that can be carried out from the arrangement is il
trated with experimental support. The proposed method
dual-beam symmetric illumination-observation arrang
ment may find useful applications in other areas of en
neering metrology.
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